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UNIT-I 

INTRODUCTION 

Generation of Programming Languages 

There are five generation of Programming languages.They are: 

First Generation Languages : These are low-level languages like machine language. 

Second Generation Languages : These are low-level assembly languages used in kernels and hardware drives. 

Third Generation Languages : These are high-level languages like C, C++, Java, Visual Basic and JavaScript. 

Fourth Generation Languages : These are languages that consist of statements that are similar to statements in 

the human language. These are used mainly in database programming and scripting. Example of these 

languages include Perl, Python, Ruby, SQL, MatLab(MatrixLaboratory). 

Fifth Generation Languages : These are the programming languages that have visual tools to develop a 

program. Examples of fifth generation language include Mercury, OPS5, and Prolog. 

The first two generations are called low level languages. The next three generations are called high level 

languages. 

 

 

Classification of programming languages: 

All the computer programming languages are broadly classified into the following; 

➢ Machine level Language 

➢ Assembly level Language 

➢ High-level Language 

Machine level languages (First Generation of programming language): 

It’s the lowest level and named as first generation of programming language. Machine level language consist 

only two condition i.e. either true (1) or false (0); this type of language known as binary language. A computer 

system could understand only binary language i.e. all the instruction feed into the computer system must be in 

the form of 0 or 1. Machine level languages are very tough to understand by the humans. 
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Assembly level languages (Second Generation programming language): 

It’s a middle level and named as second generation programming language. It contains the same instruction as 

machine level language, but the instructions and the variables have specific name or called commands instead 

of being just binary numbers. It also uses symbols to describe field of instructions. 

 High-level language (Third Generation): 

High level language is the upper level language and also known as third generation programming language. It 

does consider as high level because, which language comes under this category are closer to human languages. 

Hence this is highly understood programming language by human. There have many examples of high level 

languages such as, FORTRAN, Pascal, C, C++, JAVA, ADA, COBOL, LISP, Prolog etc. 

Compiling, Interpreting, Loading, Linking of a Program 

Compiling a C program is a multi-stage process. At an overview level, the process can be split into 

four separate stages: Preprocessing, compilation, assembly, and linking. 

Preprocessing 

The first stage of compilation is called preprocessing. In this stage, lines starting with a # character 

are interpreted by the preprocessor as preprocessor commands. These commands form a simple 

macro language with its own syntax and semantics. This language is used to reduce repetition in 

source code by providing functionality to inline files, define macros, and to conditionally omit 

code. 

Compilation 

The second stage of compilation is confusingly enough called compilation. In this stage, the 

preprocessed code is translated to assembly instructions specific to the target processor 

architecture. These form an intermediate human readable language. 

The existence of this step allows for C code to contain inline assembly instructions and for different 

assemblers to be used. 

Assembly 

During this stage, an assembler is used to translate the assembly instructions to object code. The 

output consists of actual instructions to be run by the target processor. 
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Linking 

The object code generated in the assembly stage is composed of machine instructions that the 

processor understands but some pieces of the program are out of order or missing. To produce an 

executable program, the existing pieces have to be rearranged and the missing ones filled in. This 

process is called linking. 

ALGORITHM 

An Alogorithm is 

➢ Step by step procedure for solving any problem is known as algorithm. 

➢ An algorithm is a finite set of instructions that, if followed, accomplishes a particular task. 

➢ An algorithm is a sequence of computational steps that transform the input into a valuable or required 

output. 

➢ Any special method of solving a certain kind of problem is known as algorithm. 

Different Ways of Stating Algorithms 

There are three ways to represent algorithm 

➢ Step form 

➢ Pseudocode 

➢ Flow chart 

Step form: This form of algorithm is the simplest and consists of a sequence of numbered steps or points. 

Pseudo code: It’s simply an implementation of an algorithm in the form of annotations and informative text 

written in plain English. It has no syntax like any of the programming language and thus can’t be compiled or 

interpreted by the computer. 

Flowchart: A flowchart is the graphical or pictorial representation of an algorithm with the help of different 

symbols, shapes and arrows in order to demonstrate a process or a program. With algorithms, we can easily 

understand a program. The main purpose of a flowchart is to analyze different processes. Several standard 

graphics are applied in a flowchart 

 

▪ Terminal Box - Start / End 
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▪ Input / Output 

 

▪ Process / Instruction 

 

▪ Decision 

 

▪ Connector / Arrow 

 

The graphics above represent different part of a flowchart. The process in a flowchart can be expressed 

through boxes and arrows with different sizes and colors.  

Example 1: Print 1 to 20: 

Algorithm: 

Step 1: Initialize X as 0, 

Step 2: Increment X by 1, 

Step 3: Print X, 

Step 4: If X is less than 20 then go back to step 2. 
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Flowchart: 

  

Strategies to develop an Algorithm 

Not all procedures can be called an algorithm. An algorithm should have the following characteristics − 

• Unambiguous − Algorithm should be clear and unambiguous. Each of its steps (or phases), and their 

inputs/outputs should be clear and must lead to only one meaning. 

• Input − An algorithm should have 0 or more well-defined inputs. 

• Output − An algorithm should have 1 or more well-defined outputs, and should match the desired 

output. 

• Finiteness − Algorithms must terminate after a finite number of steps. 

• Feasibility − Should be feasible with the available resources. 

• Independent − An algorithm should have step-by-step directions, which should be independent of any 

programming code. 
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HISTORY Of C 

• C programming language is a structure oriented programming language, was developed at Bell 
Laboratories in 1972 by Dennis Ritchie 

• C language features were derived from earlier language called “B” (Basic Combined Programming 
Language – BCPL) 

• In earlier days, programs were written in assembly level language. So, it had happened to write 
very big programs to perform specific tasks using assembly code. 

• But, ‘B’ language could perform the same task in few lines of program and it was faster than 
assemble language code. 

• But, B language did not support some features like data types and structures etc. So, this was a 
drawback of B language. So, Dennis Ritchie developed C language by keeping most part of the B 
language and adding many features that produced powerful and effective outputs. 

• So, C language was invented for implementing UNIX operating system. Most of the UNIX 
components were rewritten in C. 

• In 1978, Dennis Ritchie and Brian Kernighan published the first edition  “The C Programming 
Language” and commonly known as K&R C 

• In 1983, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) established a committee to provide a 
modern, comprehensive definition of C. The resulting definition, the ANSI standard, or “ANSI C”, 
was completed late 1988. 

• Embedded C includes features not available in normal C like fixed-point arithmetic, named 
address spaces, and basic I/O hardware addressing. 

 

Basics of c 

There is a close analogy between learning English language and learning C language. The classical method 
of learning English is to first learn the alphabets used in the language, then learn to combine these 
alphabets to form words, which in turn are combined to form sentences and sentences are combined to 
form paragraphs. Learning C is similar and easier. Instead of straight-away learning how to write 
programs, we must first know what alphabets, numbers and special symbols are used in C, then how 
using them constants, variables and keywords are constructed, and finally how are these combined to 
form an instruction. A group of instructions would be combined later on to form a program. So 
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a computer program is just a collection of the instructions necessary to solve a specific problem. The basic 

operations of a computer system form what is known as the computer’s instruction set. And the approach or 

method that is used to solve the problem is known as an algorithm. 

 

Structure of C Language program 
 
A C program is divided into different sections. There are six main sections to a basic c program. 

The six sections are, 

➢ Documentation 

➢ Link 

➢ Definition 
➢ Global Declarations 

➢ Main functions 
➢ Subprograms 

So now that the introduction is out of the way, let us jump to the main discussion. The whole code follows 
this outline. Each code has a similar outline. Now let us learn about each of this layer in detail. 

 

Figure: Basic Structure Of C Program 

 

Documentation Section 

The documentation section is the part of the program where the programmer gives the details associated 
with the program. He usually gives the name of the program, the details of the author and other details 
like the time of coding and description. It gives anyone reading the code the overview of the code. 
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Example 

/** 

* File Name: Helloworld.c 

* Author: Manthan Naik 

* date: 09/08/2019 

* description: a program to display hello world 

*              no input needed 

*/ 

Link Section 

This part of the code is used to declare all the header files that will be used in the program. This leads to 
the compiler being told to link the header files to the system libraries. 

Example 

1 #include<stdio.h> 

 

Definition Section 

In this section, we define different constants. The keyword define is used in this part. 

1 #define PI=3.14 

 

Global Declaration Section 

This part of the code is the part where the global variables are declared. All the global variable used are 
declared in this part. The user-defined functions are also declared in this part of the code. 

1 

2 

float area(float r); 

int a=7; 

 

Main Function Section 

Every C-programs needs to have the main function. Each main function contains 2 parts. A declaration 
part and an Execution part. The declaration part is the part where all the variables are declared. The 
execution part begins with the curly brackets and ends with the curly close bracket. Both the declaration 
and execution part are inside the curly braces. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

int main(void) 

{ 

                  int a=10; 

                              printf(" %d", a); 

               return 0; 

} 

 

Sub Program Section/User Defined Functions 

All the user-defined functions are defined in this section of the program. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

int add(int a, int b) 

{ 

                     return a+b; 

} 

 

Sample Program 

The C program here will find the area of a circle using a user-defined function and a global variable pi 
holding the value of pi 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

* File Name: areaofcircle.c 

* Author: Manthan Naik 

* date: 09/08/2019 

* description: a program to calculate area of circle 

*user enters the radius 

**/ 

#include<stdio.h>//link section 

#define pi 3.14;//defination section 

float area(float r);//global declaration  
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

int main()//main function 

{ 

float r; 

 printf(" Enter the radius:n"); 

 scanf("%f",&r); 

 printf("the area is: %f",area(r)); 

return 0; 

} 

float area(float r) 

{ 

return pi * r * r;//sub program 

} 

 

/*First c program with return statement*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

int main () 

{ 

printf ("welcome to c Programming language.\n"); 

return 0; 

} 

Output: welcome to c programming language. 
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Character set 
A character denotes any alphabet, digit or special symbol used to represent 

information. Valid alphabets, numbers and special symbols allowed in C are 

 

C TOKENS 

A token is the smallest element of a program that is meaningful to the compiler. Tokens can be classified as 

follows: 

1. Keywords 

2. Identifiers 

3. Constants 

4. Strings 

5. Special Symbols 

6. Operators 
 

1. Keyword: Keywords are pre-defined or reserved words in a programming language. Each keyword is 

meant to perform a specific function in a program. Since keywords are referred names for a compiler, they 

can’t be used as variable names because by doing so, we are trying to assign a new meaning to the keyword 

which is not allowed. You cannot redefine keywords. However, you can specify text to be substituted for 

keywords before compilation by using C/C++ preprocessor directives.C language supports 32 keywords 

which are given below: 

 

 

auto         double      int           struct 

break       else           long        switch 

case          enum       register   typedef 

char         extern      return     union 

const        float         short       unsigned 

continue   for           signed     void 

default     goto         sizeof       volatile 

do             if              static       while 
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2. Identifiers: Identifiers are used as the general terminology for naming of variables, functions and arrays. 

These are user defined names consisting of arbitrarily long sequence of letters and digits with either a letter 

or the underscore(_) as a first character. Identifier names must differ in spelling and case from any 

keywords. You cannot use keywords as identifiers; they are reserved for special use. Once declared, you 

can use the identifier in later program statements to refer to the associated value. A special kind of 

identifier, called a statement label, can be used in goto statements. 

 

There are certain rules that should be followed while naming c identifiers: 

 

• They must begin with a letter or underscore(_). 

• They must consist of only letters, digits, or underscore. No other special character is allowed. 

• It should not be a keyword. 

• It must not contain white space. 

• It should be up to 31 characters long as only first 31 characters are significant. 

 

Some examples of c identifiers: 

NAME REMARK 

_A9 Valid 

Temp.var 

Invalid as it contains special character other than the 

underscore 

void Invalid as it is a keyword 

C program: 

 void main() 

{ 

  int a = 10; 

} 

 

In the above program there are 2 identifiers: 

main: method name. 

a: variable name. 

 

3. Constants: Constants are also like normal variables. But, only difference is, their values can not be 

modified by the program once they are defined. Constants refer to fixed values. They are also called as 

literals. 

Constants may belong to any of the data type. 
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Syntax: 

const   datatype   variable_name;   

 

     Types of Constants: 

➢ Integer constants – Example: 0, 1, 1218, 12482 

➢ Real or Floating point constants – Example: 0.0, 1203.03, 30486.184 

➢ Octal & Hexadecimal constants – Example: octal: (013 )8 = (11)10, Hexadecimal: 

(013)16 = (19)10 

➢ Character constants -Example: ‘a’, ‘A’, ‘z’ 

➢ String constants -Example: “mimscollege” 

 

4. Strings:  Strings are nothing but an array of characters ended with a null character (‘\0’).This null 

character indicates the end of the string. Strings are always enclosed in double quotes. Whereas, a 

character is enclosed in single quotes in C and C++.Declarations for String: 

➢ char string[20] = {‘g’, ’e’, ‘e’, ‘k’, ‘s’, ‘f’, ‘o’, ‘r’, ‘g’, ’e’, ‘e’, ‘k’, ‘s’, ‘\0’}; 

➢ char string[20] = “geeksforgeeks”; 

➢ char string [] = “geeksforgeeks”; 

Difference between above declarations are: 

when we declare char as “string[20]”, 20 bytes of memory space is allocated for holding the string value. 

   When we declare char as “string[]”, memory space will be allocated as per the requirement during execution  

of the program. 

5.  Special Symbols: The following special symbols are used in C having some special meaning and thus, 

cannot be used for some other purpose.[] () {}, ; * = # 

• Brackets[]: Opening and closing brackets are used as array element reference. These indicate single 

and multidimensional subscripts. 

• Parentheses(): These special symbols are used to indicate function calls and function parameters. 

• Braces{}: These opening and ending curly braces marks the start and end of a block of code 

containing more than one executable statement. 

• comma (, ): It is used to separate more than one statements like for separating parameters in function 

calls. 

• semi colon : It is an operator that essentially invokes something called an initialization list. 

• asterick (*): It is used to create pointer variable. 

• assignment operator: It is used to assign values. 

• pre processor(#): The preprocessor is a macro processor that is used automatically by the compiler to 

transform your program before actual compilation. 

 

6. Operators: Operators are symbols that triggers an action when applied to C variables and other objects. 

The data items on which operators act upon are called operands. 

Depending on the number of operands that an operator can act upon, operators can be classified as 

follows: 

• Unary Operators: Those operators that require only single operand to act upon are known as unary 

operators.For Example increment and decrement operators 

• Binary Operators: Those operators that require two operands to act upon are called binary 

operators. Binary operators are classified into : 

1. Arithmetic operators 

2. Relational Operators 
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3. Logical Operators 

4. Assignment Operators 

5. Conditional Operators 

6. Bitwise Operators 

7.  Ternary Operators: These operators requires three operands to act upon. For Example 

Conditional operator(?:).  

DATA TYPES 

A data type specifies the type of data that a variable can store such as integer, floating, character, etc. 

 

There are the following data types in C language. 

Types Data Types 

Basic Data Type int, char, float, double 

Derived Data Type array, pointer, structure, union 

Enumeration Data Type enum 

Void Data Type void 

The memory size of the basic data types may change according to 32 or 64-bit operating system. 

Sizes of datatypes is given according to 32-bit architecture. 

Data Types Memory Size Range 

char 1 byte −128 to 127 

signed char 1 byte −128 to 127 
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unsigned char 1 byte 0 to 255 

short 2 byte −32,768 to 32,767 

signed short 2 byte −32,768 to 32,767 

unsigned short 2 byte 0 to 65,535 

int 2 byte −32,768 to 32,767 

signed int 2 byte −32,768 to 32,767 

unsigned int 2 byte 0 to 65,535 

short int 2 byte −32,768 to 32,767 

signed short int 2 byte −32,768 to 32,767 

unsigned short int 2 byte 0 to 65,535 

long int 4 byte -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 

signed long int 4 byte -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 

unsigned long int 4 byte 0 to 4,294,967,295 

float 4 byte 
 

double 8 byte 
 

long double 10 byte  

 

OPERATORS 

An operator is a symbol that operates on a value or a variable. For example: + is an operator to perform 

addition. 

C has a wide range of operators to perform various operations. 

  

1. Arithmetic Operators 

2. Relational Operators 

3. Logical Operators 

4. Assignment Operators 

5. Increment and Decrement Operators 

6. Conditional Operator 

7. Bitwise Operators 

8. Special Operators 
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Arithmetic Operators 

Arithmetic Operators are used to performing mathematical calculations like addition (+), subtraction (-), 

multiplication (*), division (/) and modulus (%). 

 

Operator Description 

+ Addition 

- Subtraction 

* Multiplication 

/ Division 

% Modulus 

 

Increment and Decrement Operators 

Increment and Decrement Operators are useful operators generally used to minimize the calculation, i.e. ++x 

and x++ means x=x+1 or -x and x−−means x=x-1. But there is a slight difference between ++ or −− written 

before or after the operand. Applying the pre-increment first add one to the operand and then the result is 

assigned to the variable on the left whereas post-increment first assigns the value to the variable on the left and 

then increment the operand. 

 

 

Operator Description 

++ Increment 

−− Decrement 

 

Relational operators 

Relational operators are used to comparing two quantities or values. 

Operator Description 

== Is equal to 

!= Is not equal to 
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> Greater than 

< Less than 

>= Greater than or equal to 

<= Less than or equal to 

 

Logical Operators 

C provides three logical operators when we test more than one condition to make decisions. These are: && 

(meaning logical AND), || (meaning logical OR) and ! (meaning logical NOT). 

 

Operator Description 

&& And operator. It performs logical conjunction of two expressions. (if both expressions evaluate to 

True, result is True. If either expression evaluates to False, the result is False) 

|| Or operator. It performs a logical disjunction on two expressions. (if either or both expressions 

evaluate to True, the result is True) 

! Not operator. It performs logical negation on an expression. 

 

Bitwise Operators 

C provides a special operator for bit operation between two variables. 

 

Operator Description 

<< Binary Left Shift Operator 

>> Binary Right Shift Operator 

~ Binary Ones Complement Operator 

& Binary AND Operator 

^ Binary XOR Operator 

| Binary OR Operator 
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Assignment Operators 

Assignment operators applied to assign the result of an expression to a variable. C has a collection of shorthand 

assignment operators. 

Operator Description 

= Assign 

+= Increments then assign 

-= Decrements then assign 

*= Multiplies then assign 

/= Divides then assign 

%= Modulus then assign 

<<= Left shift and assign 

>>= Right shift and assign 

&= Bitwise AND assign 

^= Bitwise exclusive OR and assign 

|= Bitwise inclusive OR and assign 

Conditional Operator 

C offers a ternary operator which is the conditional operator (?: in combination) to construct conditional 

expressions. 

 

Operator Description 

? :  Conditional Expression 

 

Special Operators 

C supports some special operators 

 

Operator Description 
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sizeof()  Returns the size of a memory location. 

&  Returns the address of a memory location. 

*  Pointer to a variable. 

 

Operator Precedence and Associativity 

Operator precedence determines which operator is performed first in an expression with more than one 

operators with different precedence. 

 

Operators Associativity is used when two operators of same precedence appear in an expression. Associativity 

can be either Left to Right or Right to Left. 

 

Operators Precedence and Associativity are two characteristics of operators that determine the evaluation 

order of sub-expressions in absence of brackets 

 

➢ Associativity is only used when there are two or more operators of same precedence. 

➢ All operators with the same precedence have same associativity 

➢ Precedence and associativity of postfix ++ and prefix ++ are different 

➢ Comma has the least precedence among all operators and should be used carefully 

➢ There is no chaining of comparison operators in C 

 

Following precedence and associativity table 

 

OPERATOR 

DESCRIPTION 

  

ASSOCIATIVITY 

( ) 

[ ] 

. 

-> 

++ — 

Parentheses (function call) (see Note 1) 

Brackets (array subscript) 

Member selection via object name 

Member selection via pointer 

Postfix increment/decrement (see Note 2) 

left-to-right 

++ — Prefix increment/decrement right-to-left 
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+ – 

! ~ 

(type) 

* 

& 

sizeof 

Unary plus/minus 

Logical negation/bitwise complement 

Cast (convert value to temporary value of type) 

Dereference 

Address (of operand) 

Determine size in bytes on this implementation 

*  /  % Multiplication/division/modulus left-to-right 

+  – Addition/subtraction left-to-right 

<<  >> Bitwise shift left, Bitwise shift right left-to-right 

<  <= 

>  >= 

Relational less than/less than or equal to 

Relational greater than/greater  than or equal to left-to-right 

==  != Relational is equal to/is not equal to left-to-right 

& Bitwise AND left-to-right 

^ Bitwise exclusive OR left-to-right 

| Bitwise inclusive OR left-to-right 

&& Logical AND left-to-right 

| | Logical OR left-to-right 

? : Ternary conditional right-to-left 

= Assignment right-to-left 
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+=  -= 

*=  /= 

%=  &= 

^=  |= 

<<=  >>= 

Addition/subtraction assignment 

Multiplication/division assignment 

Modulus/bitwise AND assignment 

Bitwise exclusive/inclusive OR assignment 

Bitwise shift left/right assignment 

, 

Comma (separate expressions) 

 

 

Type Conversion  

A type cast is basically a conversion from one type to another. There are two types of type conversion: 

1. Implicit Type Conversion 

Also known as ‘automatic type conversion’. 

➢ Done by the compiler on its own, without any external trigger from the user. 

➢ Generally takes place when in an expression more than one data type is present. In such condition type 

conversion (type promotion) takes place to avoid lose of data. 

➢ All the data types of the variables are upgraded to the data type of the variable with largest data type. 

 

       bool -> char -> short int -> int ->  

       unsigned int -> long -> unsigned ->  

       long long -> float -> double -> long double 

 

➢ It is possible for implicit conversions to lose information, signs can be lost (when signed is implicitly 

converted to unsigned), and overflow can occur (when long long is implicitly converted to float). 

2. Explicit Type Conversion– 

his process is also called type casting and it is user defined. Here the user can type cast the result to make it of a 

particular data type. 

The syntax in C: 

(type) expression 

 

Type indicated the data type to which the final result is converted. 

Type conversion helps us to compute expressions containing variables of different data types 
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Non-formatted and Formatted Input and Output Functions 
C language provide us console input/output functions. As the name says, the console input/output functions 

allow us to - 

➢ Read the input from the keyboard by the user accessing the console. 

➢ Display the output to the user at the console. 

 

There are two kinds of console input/output functions :  

 

No. Functions 

1 Formatted input/output functions. 

2 Unformatted input/output functions. 

➢ Formatted input/output functions 

Formatted console input/output functions are used to take a single or multiple inputs from the user at console 

and it also allows us to display one or multiple values in the output to the user at the console. For more on 

formatted input/output functions,  

Formatted input/output functions 

Formatted console input/output functions are used to take one or more inputs from the user at console and it 

also allows us to display one or multiple values in the output to the user at the console.  

Some of the most important formatted console input/output functions are -  

 

Functions Description 

scanf() This function is used to read one or multiple inputs from the user at the console.  

printf() This function is used to display one or multiplevalues in the output to the user at the console.  

sscanf() This function is used to read the characters from a string and stores them in variables.  

sprintf() This function is used to read the values stored in different variables and store these values in a 

character array. 

 

Format specifier in console formatted I/O functions 

Some of the most commonly used format specifiers used in console formattedinput/output functions are 

displayed in the table below -  
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Format 

Specifiers 

Description 

%hi Format specifier used to read or display a signedshort integer value or short integer value. 

%hu Format specifier used to read or display an unsignedshort integer value. 

%d Format specifier used to read or display a signed intinteger value. 

%u Format specifier used to read or display a unsignedint integer value. 

%ld Format specifier used to read or display a longinteger value or signed long integer value.  

%lu Format specifier used to read or display a unsignedlong integer value. 

%c Format specifier used to read or display a char, character value. Format specifier %hhi is used 

to display a signed numerical value. 

%c Format specifier used to read or display a unsigned char, character value. Format 

specifier %hhu is used to display a signed numerical value. 

%f Format specifier used to read or display a float, floating point value. 

%lf Format specifier used to read or display a double, floating point value.  

%Lf Format specifier used to read or display a long double, floating point value.  

%s Format specifier used to read or display a stringvalue, to be stored in a char[] array.  

 

Optional specifiers within a format specifier 

We could specify two more optional specifiers within each format specifier, such as integer value and a sign.  

An integer value specifies the number of columns used on the screen for printing a value i.e. width. 

This integer value may or may not have a minus sign before it.  

• A (-)minus sign before the integer value means left justification of the value to be printed on the screen 

and integer value following the minus sign is the number of blanks on its right. 

• No minus sign before the integer value means right justification of the value to be printed on the 

screen and integer value specifies the number of blanks on its left. 
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Unformatted input/output functions 

Unformatted console input/output functions are used to read a single input from the user at console and it also 

allows us to display the value in the output to the user at the console.  

Some of the most important formatted console input/output functions are -   

Functions Description 

getch()  Reads a single character from the user at the console, without echoing it.  

getche()  Reads a single character from the user at the console, and echoing it.  

getchar()  Reads a single character from the user at the console, and echoing it, but needs an Enter key to be    

pressed at the end. 

gets()  Reads a single string entered by the user at the console. 

puts()  Displays a single string's value at the console. 

putch()  Displays a single character value at the console.  

putchar()  Displays a single character value at the console. 

 

Escape Sequences 

In C programming language, there are 256 numbers of characters in character set. The entire character set is 

divided into 2 parts i.e. the ASCII characters set and the extended ASCII characters set. But apart from that, 

some other characters are also there which are not the part of any characters set, known as ESCAPE characters. 

 

List of Escape Sequences 

 

\a    Alarm or Beep    

\b    Backspace 

\f    Form Feed 

\n    New Line 

\r    Carriage Return 

\t    Tab (Horizontal) 

\v    Vertical Tab 

\\    Backslash 

\'    Single Quote 

\"    Double Quote 

\?    Question Mark 

\ooo  octal number 

\xhh  hexadecimal number 

\0    Null 
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UNIT-II 

Conditional  Statements 

Control statements enable us to specify the flow of program control; ie, the order in which the instructions in a 

program must be executed. They make it possible to make decisions, to perform tasks repeatedly or to jump 

from one section of code to another. 

There are two types of control statements in C: 

➢ Decision making statements 

➢ Iterative statements/looping statements 

 

Decision Making Statements 

Decision making is about deciding the order of execution of statements based on certain conditions or repeat a group of 

statements until certain specified conditions are met. C language handles decision-making by supporting the following 

statements, 

1. Simple if statement 

2. if....else statement 

3. Nested if....else statement 

4. Using else if statement / if  else ladder 

5. Switch statement 

Simple if statement 

The general form of a simple if statement is,  

if(expression) 

{ 

    statement inside; 

} 

    statement outside; 

If the expression returns true, then the statement-inside will be executed, otherwise statement-inside is skipped and 

only thestatement-outside is executed. 

Example: 

#include <stdio.h> 

void main( ) 

{ 

    int x, y; 
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    x = 15; 

    y = 13; 

    if (x > y ) 

    { 

        printf("x is greater than y"); 

    } 

} 

 

x is greater than y 
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UNIT-III 

FUNCTIONS 

A function is a set of statements that take inputs, do some specific computation and produces output. 

In c, we can divide a large program into the basic building blocks known as function. The function contains the set of 

programming statements enclosed by {}. A function can be called multiple times to provide reusability and modularity to 

the C program. In other words, we can say that the collection of functions creates a program. The function is also known 

as procedure or subroutine in other programming languages. 

A function declaration tells the compiler about a function's name, return type, and parameters. A function definition 

provides the actual body of the function. 

The general form of a function definition is as follows − 

return_type function_name( parameter list ) { 

   body of the function 

} 

A function definition in C programming consists of a function header and a function body. Here are all the parts 

of a function − 

• Return Type − A function may return a value. The return_type is the data type of the value the 

function returns. Some functions perform the desired operations without returning a value. In this case, 

the return_type is the keyword void. 

• Function Name − This is the actual name of the function. The function name and the parameter list 

together constitute the function signature. 

• Parameters − A parameter is like a placeholder. When a function is invoked, you pass a value to the 

parameter. This value is referred to as actual parameter or argument. The parameter list refers to the 

type, order, and number of the parameters of a function. Parameters are optional; that is, a function may 

contain no parameters. 

• Function Body − The function body contains a collection of statements that define what the function 

does. 

When a program calls a function, the program control is transferred to the called function. A called function performs a 

defined task and when its return statement is executed or when its function-ending closing brace is reached, it returns 

the program control back to the main program. 

Advantage of functions in C 

There are the following advantages of C functions. 

• By using functions, we can avoid rewriting same logic/code again and again in a program. 
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• We can call C functions any number of times in a program and from any place in a program. 
• We can track a large C program easily when it is divided into multiple functions. 
• Reusability is the main achievement of C functions. 
• However, Function calling is always a overhead in a C program. 

Example Program 

#include <stdio.h> 

  

/* function declaration */ 

int max(int num1, int num2); 

  

int main () { 

 

   /* local variable definition */ 

   int a = 100; 

   int b = 200; 

   int ret; 

  

   /* calling a function to get max value */ 

   ret = max(a, b); 

  

   printf( "Max value is : %d\n", ret ); 

  

   return 0; 

} 

  

/* function returning the max between two numbers */ 

int max(int num1, int num2) { 

 

   /* local variable declaration */ 

   int result; 

  

   if (num1 > num2) 

      result = num1; 

   else 

      result = num2; 

  

   return result;  

} 

 

Call by value in C 

• In call by value method, the value of the actual parameters is copied into the formal parameters. In other words, 
we can say that the value of the variable is used in the function call in the call by value method. 

• In call by value method, we can not modify the value of the actual parameter by the formal parameter. 
• In call by value, different memory is allocated for actual and formal parameters since the value of the actual 

parameter is copied into the formal parameter. 
• The actual parameter is the argument which is used in the function call whereas formal parameter is the 

argument which is used in the function definition. 
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#include <stdio.h>   

void swap(int , int); //prototype of the function    

int main()   

{   

    int a = 10;   

    int b = 20;    

    printf("Before swapping the values in main a = %d, b = %d\n",a,b); // printing the value of a and b in mai

n   

    swap(a,b);   

    printf("After swapping values in main a = %d, b = %d\n",a,b); // The value of actual parameters do not ch

ange by changing the formal parameters in call by value, a = 10, b = 20   

}   

void swap (int a, int b)   

{   

    int temp;    

    temp = a;   

    a=b;   

    b=temp;   

    printf("After swapping values in function a = %d, b = %d\n",a,b); // Formal parameters, a = 20, b = 10    

}   

Output 
Before swapping the values in main a = 10, b = 20 

After swapping values in function a = 20, b = 10 

After swapping values in main a = 10, b = 20   
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Call by reference in C 

• In call by reference, the address of the variable is passed into the function call as the actual parameter. 
• The value of the actual parameters can be modified by changing the formal parameters since the address of the 

actual parameters is passed. 
• In call by reference, the memory allocation is similar for both formal parameters and actual parameters. All the 

operations in the function are performed on the value stored at the address of the actual parameters, and the 
modified value gets stored at the same address. 

 

#include <stdio.h>   

void swap(int *, int *); //prototype of the function    

int main()   

{   

    int a = 10;   

    int b = 20;    

    printf("Before swapping the values in main a = %d, b = %d\n",a,b); // printing the value of a and b in main   

    swap(&a,&b);   

    printf("After swapping values in main a = %d, b = %d\n",a,b); // The values of actual parameters do change in call 
by reference, a = 10, b = 20   

}   

void swap (int *a, int *b)   

{   

    int temp;    

    temp = *a;   

    *a=*b;   

    *b=temp;   
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    printf("After swapping values in function a = %d, b = %d\n",*a,*b); // Formal parameters, a = 20, b = 10    

}   

Output 
Before swapping the values in main a = 10, b = 20 

After swapping values in function a = 20, b = 10 

After swapping values in main a = 20, b = 10   

Difference between call by value and call by reference in c 

No. Call by value Call by reference 

1 A copy of the value is passed into the function An address of value is passed into the function 

2 

Changes made inside the function is limited to the 

function only. The values of the actual parameters do not 

change by changing the formal parameters. 

Changes made inside the function validate outside of the 

function also. The values of the actual parameters do 

change by changing the formal parameters. 

3 
Actual and formal arguments are created at the different 

memory location 

Actual and formal arguments are created at the same 

memory location 

 

 

 

Passing arrays to functions 

 the array name contains the address of the first element. Here, we must notice that we need to pass only the name of 

the array in the function which is intended to accept an array. The array defined as the formal parameter will 

automatically refer to the array specified by the array name defined as an actual parameter. 

following syntax to pass an array to the function. 

functionname(arrayname);//passing array   

There are 3 ways to declare the function which is intended to receive an array as an argument. 

First way:  

1. return_type function(type arrayname[])   

Declaring blank subscript notation [] is the widely used technique. 
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Second way:  

1. return_type function(type arrayname[SIZE])   

Optionally, we can define size in subscript notation []. 

Third way:  

1. return_type function(type *arrayname)   

example program 

C function to sort the array 

#include<stdio.h>    

void Bubble_Sort(int[]);   

void main ()     

{     

    int arr[10] = { 10, 9, 7, 101, 23, 44, 12, 78, 34, 23};      

    Bubble_Sort(arr);     

}     

void Bubble_Sort(int a[]) //array a[] points to arr.    

{   

int i, j,temp;      

    for(i = 0; i<10; i++)     

    {     

        for(j = i+1; j<10; j++)     

        {     

            if(a[j] < a[i])     

            {     

                temp = a[i];     
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                a[i] = a[j];     

                a[j] = temp;      

            }      

        }      

    }      

    printf("Printing Sorted Element List ...\n");     

    for(i = 0; i<10; i++)     

    {     

        printf("%d\n",a[i]);     

    }   

}   

Output 
Printing Sorted Element List ... 

7   

9   

10   

12   

23  

23   

34   

44   

78   

101   

Scope of Variable in C 

When we declare a variable in a program, it can not be accessed against the scope rules. Variables can be 

accessed based on their scope. The scope of a variable decides the portion of a program in which the variable 

can be accessed. The scope of the variable is defined as follows... 

Scope of a variable is the portion of the program where a defined variable can be accessed. 

The variable scope defines the visibility of variable in the program. Scope of a variable depends on the position 

of variable declaration. 

In C programming language, a variable can be declared in three different positions and they are as follows... 
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• Before the function definition (Global Declaration) 

• Inside the function or block (Local Declaration) 

• In the function definition parameters (Formal Parameters) 

Storage Classes in C 

Storage Classes are used to describe the features of a variable/function. These features basically include the 

scope, visibility and life-time which help us to trace the existence of a particular variable during the runtime of a 

program. 

C language uses 4 storage classes, namely: 

 

•  auto: This is the default storage class for all the variables declared inside a function or a block. Hence, the keyword 

auto is rarely used while writing programs in C language. Auto variables can be only accessed within the block/function 

they have been declared and not outside them (which defines their scope). Of course, these can be accessed within 

nested blocks within the parent block/function in which the auto variable was declared. However, they can be accessed 

outside their scope as well using the concept of pointers given here by pointing to the very exact memory location 

where the variables resides. They are assigned a garbage value by default whenever they are declared.  

•  extern: Extern storage class simply tells us that the variable is defined elsewhere and not within the same block where 
it is used. Basically, the value is assigned to it in a different block and this can be overwritten/changed in a different 
block as well. So an extern variable is nothing but a global variable initialized with a legal value where it is declared in 
order to be used elsewhere. It can be accessed within any function/block. Also, a normal global variable can be made 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/understanding-extern-keyword-in-c/
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extern as well by placing the ‘extern’ keyword before its declaration/definition in any function/block. This basically 
signifies that we are not initializing a new variable but instead we are using/accessing the global variable only. The main 
purpose of using extern variables is that they can be accessed between two different files which are part of a large 
program. For more information on how extern variables work. 

•  static: This storage class is used to declare static variables which are popularly used while writing programs in C 

language. Static variables have a property of preserving their value even after they are out of their scope! Hence, static 

variables preserve the value of their last use in their scope. So we can say that they are initialized only once and exist till 

the termination of the program. Thus, no new memory is allocated because they are not re-declared. Their scope is local 

to the function to which they were defined. Global static variables can be accessed anywhere in the program. By default, 

they are assigned the value 0 by the compiler.  

•  register: This storage class declares register variables which have the same functionality as that of the auto variables. 
The only difference is that the compiler tries to store these variables in the register of the microprocessor if a free 
register is available. This makes the use of register variables to be much faster than that of the variables stored in the 
memory during the runtime of the program. If a free register is not available, these are then stored in the memory only. 
Usually few variables which are to be accessed very frequently in a program are declared with the register keyword 
which improves the running time of the program. An important and interesting point to be noted here is that we cannot 
obtain the address of a register variable using pointers. 

To specify the storage class for a variable, the following syntax is to be followed: 

Syntax:  

storage_class var_data_type var_name;  

 

 

 

INLINE FUNCTIONS 

• A normal function becomes inline function when function prototype of the function is prepended with 

keyword “inline”. 

• The property of inline function is, compiler inserts the entire body of the function in the place where 

inline function name is used in the program. 

• Advantage of inline function is, it does not require function call and does not return anything from the 

function. 

• Disadvantage of inline function is, it increases file size as same function code is copied again and again 

in the program wherever it is called. 

 

#include <stdio.h>  

 

// Inline function in C  

http://quiz.geeksforgeeks.org/static-variables-in-c/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/understanding-register-keyword/
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static inline int foo()  

{  

 return 2;  

}  

 

// Driver code  

int main()  

{  

 

 int ret;  

 

 // inline function call  

 ret = foo();  

 

 printf("Output is: %d\n", ret);  

 return 0;  

} 

Output:  
Output is: 2 

 

 

RECURSION 

The process in which a function calls itself directly or indirectly is called recursion and the corresponding function is 
called as recursive function. 
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The C programming language supports recursion, i.e., a function to call itself. But while using recursion, 

programmers need to be careful to define an exit condition from the function, otherwise it will go into an 

infinite loop. 

Recursive functions are very useful to solve many mathematical problems, such as calculating the factorial of a 

number, generating Fibonacci series, etc. 

The following example calculates the factorial of a given number using a recursive function – 

#include <stdio.h> 

 

unsigned long long int factorial(unsigned int i) { 

 

   if(i <= 1) { 

      return 1; 

   } 

   return i * factorial(i - 1); 

} 

 

int  main() { 

   int i = 12; 

   printf("Factorial of %d is %d\n", i, factorial(i)); 

   return 0; 

} 

 

Output: 

 

Factorial of 12 is 479001600 

 

POINTERS 

Pointers in C language is a variable that stores/points the address of another variable. A Pointer in C is used to allocate 
memory dynamically i.e. at run time. The pointer variable might be belonging to any of the data type such as int, float, 
char, double, short etc. 

 Syntax : 

 data_type *var_name;  

Example : 

             int *p;  char *p; 

            Where, * is used to denote that “p” is pointer variable and not a normal variable. 

 

• Normal variable stores the value whereas pointer variable stores the address of the variable. 
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• The content of the C pointer always be a whole number i.e. address. 

• Always C pointer is initialized to null, i.e. int *p = null. 

• The value of null pointer is 0. 

• & symbol is used to get the address of the variable. 

• * symbol is used to get the value of the variable that the pointer is pointing to. 

• If a pointer in C is assigned to NULL, it means it is pointing to nothing. 

• Two pointers can be subtracted to know how many elements are available between these two pointers. 

• But, Pointer addition, multiplication, division are not allowed. 

• The size of any pointer is 2 byte (for 16 bit compiler). 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

int main() 

{ 

   int *ptr, q; 

   q = 50; 

   /* address of q is assigned to ptr */ 

   ptr = &q; 

   /* display q's value using ptr variable */ 

   printf("%d", *ptr); 

   return 0; 

} 

 

Output: 

50 

 

Array name as Pointers  
An array name acts like a pointer constant. The value of this pointer constant is the address of the first element. 
For example, if we have an array named val then val and &val[0] can be used interchangeably. 

// C++ program to illustrate Array Name as Pointers in C++  

#include <bits/stdc++.h>  

using namespace std;  

 

void geeks()  
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{  

 // Declare an array  

 int val[3] = { 5, 10, 15};  

 

 // Declare pointer variable  

 int *ptr;  

 

 // Assign address of val[0] to ptr.  

 // We can use ptr=&val[0];(both are same)  

 ptr = val ;  

 cout << "Elements of the array are: ";  

 cout << ptr[0] << " " << ptr[1] << " " << ptr[2];  

 

 return;  

}  

 

// Driver program  

int main()  

{  

 geeks();  

 return 0;  

} 

Output: 

Elements of the array are: 5 10 15 
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POINTERS AND STRINGS 

A String is a sequence of characters stored in an array. A string always ends with null ('\0') character. Simply a group of 
characters forms a string and a group of strings form a sentence. 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

void function(char**); 

int main() 

{ 

char *str = "Pointer-to-string"; 

int i, j = strlen(str); 

for(i = 0; i < j; i++) 

printf("%c", *str++); 

return 0; 

} 

Output: Pointer-to-string 

*str is a char pointer variable which is initialized by a string "Pointer-to-String". Then strlen() is used to find the length of 
the string to do iteration using for loop is done to print the complete characters store with the variable name *str. 

Pointer to Pointer 

 

A pointer to a pointer is a form of multiple indirection, or a chain of pointers. Normally, a pointer contains the address of 
a variable. When we define a pointer to a pointer, the first pointer contains the address of the second pointer, which 
points to the location that contains the actual value as shown below. 

 

A variable that is a pointer to a pointer must be declared as such. This is done by placing an additional asterisk 

in front of its name. For example, the following declaration declares a pointer to a pointer of type int − 

int **var; 
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When a target value is indirectly pointed to by a pointer to a pointer, accessing that value requires that the asterisk 
operator be applied twice, as is shown below in the example – 

#include <stdio.h> 

  

int main () { 

 

   int  var; 

   int  *ptr; 

   int  **pptr; 

 

   var = 3000; 

 

   /* take the address of var */ 

   ptr = &var; 

 

   /* take the address of ptr using address of operator & */ 

   pptr = &ptr; 

 

   /* take the value using pptr */ 

   printf("Value of var = %d\n", var ); 

   printf("Value available at *ptr = %d\n", *ptr ); 

   printf("Value available at **pptr = %d\n", **pptr); 

 

   return 0; 

} 

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result − 

Value of var = 3000 

Value available at *ptr = 3000 

Value available at **pptr = 3000 

 

Pointer to an array 

Pointer to an array is also known as array pointer. We are using the pointer to access the components of the array. 

  int a[3] = {3, 4, 5 };  

  int *ptr = a;  

We have a pointer ptr that focuses to the 0th component of the array. We can likewise declare a pointer that can 

point to whole array rather than just a single component of the array. 

Syntax: 

data type (*var name)[size of array]; 

Declaration of the pointer to an array: 

// pointer to an array of five numbers 
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 int (* ptr)[5] = NULL;      

The above declaration is the pointer to an array of five integers. We use parenthesis to pronounce pointer to an 

array. Since subscript has higher priority than indirection, it is crucial to encase the indirection operator and 

pointer name inside brackets. 

// C program to demonstrate  

// pointer to an array.  

 

#include <stdio.h>  

 

int main()  

{  

 

 // Pointer to an array of five numbers  

 int(*a)[5];  

 

 int b[5] = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 };  

 

 int i = 0;  

 

 // Points to the whole array b  

 

 a = &b;  

 

 for (i = 0; i < 5; i++)  
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  printf("%d\n", *(*a + i));  

 

 return 0;  

} 

Output:  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Array of pointers: 

“Array of pointers” is an array of the pointer variables. It is also known as pointer arrays. 

Syntax: 

int *var_name[array_size]; 

Declaration of an array of pointers: 

 int *ptr[3]; 

We can make separate pointer variables which can point to the different values or we can make one integer 

array of pointers that can point to all the values. 

// C program to demonstrate  

// example of array of pointers.  

 

#include <stdio.h>  

 

const int SIZE = 3;  

 

void main()  

{  

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/pointers-in-c-and-c-set-1-introduction-arithmetic-and-array/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/pointers-in-c-and-c-set-1-introduction-arithmetic-and-array/
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/pointers-c-examples/
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 // creating an array  

 int arr[] = { 1, 2, 3 };  

 

 // we can make an integer pointer array to  

 // storing the address of array elements  

 int i, *ptr[SIZE];  

 

 for (i = 0; i < SIZE; i++) {  

 

  // assigning the address of integer.  

  ptr[i] = &arr[i];  

 }  

 

 // printing values using pointer  

 for (i = 0; i < SIZE; i++) {  

 

  printf("Value of arr[%d] = %d\n", i, *ptr[i]);  

 }  

} 

Output:  
Value of arr[0] = 1 

Value of arr[1] = 2 

Value of arr[2] = 3 

Dynamic Memory Allocation 
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Dynamic Memory Allocation can be defined as a procedure in which the size of a data structure (like Array) is changed 
during the runtime. 

C provides some functions to achieve these tasks. There are 4 library functions provided by C defined under 

<stdlib.h> header file to facilitate dynamic memory allocation in C programming. They are: 

1. malloc() 

2. calloc() 

3. free() 

4. realloc() 

malloc() 

“malloc” or “memory allocation” method is used to dynamically allocate a single large block of memory with 

the specified size. It returns a pointer of type void which can be cast into a pointer of any form. 

Syntax: 

ptr = (cast-type*) malloc(byte-size) 

 

For Example: 

ptr = (int*) malloc(100 * sizeof(int)); 

 

Since the size of int is 4 bytes,this statement will allocate 400 bytes of memory.  

And, the pointer ptr holds the address of the first byte in the allocated memory. 

If the space is insufficient, allocation fails and returns a NULL pointer. 

calloc() 

“calloc” or “contiguous allocation” method is used to dynamically allocate the specified number of blocks of 

memory of the specified type. It initializes each block with a default value ‘0’. 

Syntax: 

ptr = (cast-type*)calloc(n, element-size); 

 

For Example: 

ptr = (float*) calloc(25, sizeof(float)); 

 

This statement allocates contiguous space in memory for 25 elements each with the size of 

float. 

If the space is insufficient, allocation fails and returns a NULL pointer. 
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free() 

“free” method is used to dynamically de-allocate the memory. The memory allocated using functions malloc() 

and calloc() are not de-allocated on their own. Hence the free() method is used, whenever the dynamic memory 

allocation takes place. It helps to reduce wastage of memory by freeing it. 

Syntax: 

free(ptr); 

realloc() 

“realloc” or “re-allocation” method is used to dynamically change the memory allocation of a previously 

allocated memory. In other words, if the memory previously allocated with the help of malloc or calloc is 

insufficient, realloc can be used to dynamically re-allocate memory. 

Syntax: 

ptr = realloc(ptr, newSize); 

 

where ptr is reallocated with new size 'newSize'. 

If the space is insufficient, allocation fails and returns a NULL pointer. 

 

 


